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4

Abstract5

Real-time traffic predictions have now become a time-being need for efficient traffic6

management due to the exponentially increasing traffic congestion. In this paper, a more7

pragmatic traffic management system is introduced to address traffic congestion, especially in8

countries such as Sri Lanka where there is no proper traffic monitoring database. Here the9

real-time traffic monitoring is performed using TFmini Plus light detection and ranging10

(LiDAR) sensor and vehicle count for next five minutes will be predicted by feeding11

consecutively collected data into the LSTM neural network. More than ten separate prediction12

models were trained, varying both window size and the volume of input data delivered to train13

the models. Since the accuracy results of all prediction models were above 7014

15

Index terms— traffic monitoring, lstm neural network traffic predictions, vehicle count, traffic flow forecast,16
real- time traffic monitoring17

1 I. Introduction18

ehicle usage has risen significantly throughout the world in recent years. As a result, road traffic has gotten19
more complex and chaotic. Traffic congestion is becoming a more highlighted issue in cities throughout the20
world, owing to continuous urbanization and population increase. According to the Victoria Transport Policy21
Institute’s Congestion Costing Critique (CCC) Critical Evaluation of the ”Urban Mobility Report” (UMR), which22
was published on 1 September 2021 [1], congestion cost is estimated to cost between $130 to $500 per capita23
annually, particularly in comparison to $2,000 in crash damages, $3,000 in vehicle ownership costs and $1,800,24
$600, $400 respectively in parking, pollution damage, and roadway costs. Similarly, the UMR estimates that by25
2025, congestion cost will have risen to $200 billion [1].26

According to the statistical records by The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) [2], in27
2013, more than 2.3 million injuries and 32,719 deaths were recorded due to vehicular accidents. Among those28
recorded fatalities majority were aged between 4-27 [2]. According to the NHTSA report, the direct economic29
cost and the social impact that occurs due to vehicular accidents are accounted for $871 billion per year, with30
an average of 5.8 million collisions each year only on the United State’s highways [2]. NHTSA statistical records31
also emphasize that most of road accidents occur as a result of traffic congestion [2]. Further almost 5.5 billion32
hours are lost recorded due to traffic congestion, resulting in 2.9 billion gallons of fuel loss [2]. It is also estimated33
that automobile tailpipes produce around 31% (or 56 billion pounds) of CO2 due to vehicle traffic congestion34
each year [3].35

The Global Traffic Scoreboard for 2021, published by data analytics company INRIX [5], provides insights into36
how people move throughout the world and provides more detailed information on congested traffic and commute37
times during the peak and off-peak hours in over 1000 urban cities across 50 countries. It also examines the per38
capita time spent on traffic congestion [5]. According to research [5], the most congested and crowded cities are39
”either older or developing cities”. It also exclaimed that many of those developing cities where the significant40
population expansion is met, yet have inadequate infrastructures [5]. Therefore, the failure to develop adequate41
transportation infrastructures and roads to meet the increasing demand has led to traffic congestion.42

Similarly, when global traffic mitigation strategies are considered, there can be seen several efficient approaches,43
such as intelligent traffic management systems. However, most of these mitigation methods have been limited to44
developed countries. Most of the remaining countries do not even have adequate traffic sensing infrastructures45
to monitor the traffic flow [5]. Therefore, there is no way to have an acknowledgment or a method to analyze the46
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2 II. RESEARCH PROBLEM DEFINITION IN THE CONTEXT OF SRI
LANKA

existing congestion having a confirmation of whether the implemented or existing congestion mitigation projects47
have achieved the desired progress. Since the traffic is always random, which means the vehicular traffic on the48
roads varies from time to time depending on the number of vehicles on the road, it is important to have a clear49
dataset of the number of vehicles on the road at a considerable very short intervals and effective feedback on-road50
operations are essential in order to carry out effective traffic congestion management.51

Both vehicle detection and surveillance play an integral role in both effective traffic congestion management and52
intelligent traffic management systems (ITMS). Since ITMS plays a critical role in national traffic management53
systems (TMS), the quality of provided data and the geographical arrangement of traffic sensors are also important54
factors for ITS success [6]. Similarly, vehicle detection and surveillance functions are always subject to constantly55
being improved in order to increase vehicle detection and monitoring, observing traveling direction, counting56
their speed, and categorizing vehicles [6].57

There is no doubt that vehicle identification and monitoring are vital components of both successful traffic58
management and ITMS. Similarly more effective traffic management may be achieved if future traffic volume59
estimates can be made through predictions. It performs a vital service for traffic management. Because the60
traffic density prediction methods depend on several factors, such as current and historic traffic measurements61
[6]. Accurate calculations are always important for accurate predictions. Therefore, the overall success predictions62
depend on the precise and efficient operation of the utilized medium to monitor traffic behavior.63

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the research problem is discussed under the64
context of Sri Lanka. In section III, background and earlier studies carried out on real-time traffic monitoring65
and forecasting are presented, evaluating the research gaps. Moreover, part A and B of section III provide66
an extensive evaluation of each traffic monitoring and forecasting method, including tables that compare the67
performances of each technology. Section IV expresses the methodology, whereas section V includes the results68
and validation. Section VI summarizes all the facts as a conclusion and introduces future work.69

2 II. Research Problem Definition in the Context of Sri lanka70

Traffic congestion is one of the major issues in Sri Lanka. Initially, this problem was found only in the urban71
areas, including Colombo, but now with the increasing number of vehicles being added to the road day by day,72
the problem is further enhanced in other suburban areas as well [7], becoming traffic congestion is a prominent73
issue.74

Excessive fuel consumption due to prolonged travel time results in economic loss and frequent acceleration and75
breakage, leading to frequent repairs and replacements, which create a significant loss to the national economy76
[8]. The cost of traffic congestion in Sri Lanka’s Western Province exceeds Rs. 20,000 million per year, which77
is approximately 2% of regional GDP [9]. Total greenhouse gas (GHG) and CO2 emissions in the Sri Lankan78
transport sector are accounted for 25% of GHG and 47% of CO2 which indicates that traffic congestion has a79
substantial environmental impact in Sri Lanka when compared to global averages [10].80

Nowadays Sri Lankan government is grappling with a large fiscal deficit, with the depreciation of the Sri81
Lankan rupee against major currencies and high debt. Traffic congestion is also a factor affecting a country’s82
economy. And especially in a country like Sri Lanka, which is suffering from fuel and energy crises along with83
recent economic losses, this traffic congestion problem now has become an issue that can no longer be overlooked.84

Several remedial strategies have been taken by the government to avoid rising traffic jams and to prevent it85
being worsening the congestion level. Short-term strategies such as adding new transport infrastructures: new86
roads, and expressways, and improving existing infrastructure capacities to be compatible with increasing road87
and transport capacity have been taken. Similarly, as with other possible alternative actions, the number of lane88
miles has been expanded, and alternate routes have been created to increase capacity and enhance the efficiency89
of existing infrastructure [4]. Longterm strategies such as introducing new vehicle ownership and public transport90
strategies and policies to be compatible with existing road and transport capacity have been taken to overcome91
this issue [9]. But the existing traffic congestion proves that those actions are insufficient to create an effective92
impact on traffic management. Despite the above-mentioned facts, compared to some other countries where the93
drivers’ disciplines are very high, in Sri Lanka, vehicles do not move systematically in a lane following one after94
the other while maintaining adequate space. Figures 1 and2 which are presented above, illustrate the traffic95
behavior of Sri Lanka in comparison to other countries such as Russia, Australia, and other European countries.96
In the first figure, there can be seen adequate spaces between the vehicles and all of them are moving forward97
following one lane. But according to Figure 2, which illustrates the traffic behavior in Sri Lanka, vehicles move98
incloser to each other without following any lane.99

This traffic behavior in Sri Lanka is the main issue, especially behind the difficulty in implementing image100
processing-based traffic monitoring systems since contours cannot be properly generated with this irregular traffic101
behavior in Sri Lanka. And it is harder to identify vehicles, especially in real-time traffic monitoring systems.102
Even though color lights are used to reduce traffic congestion since they are not intelligent and programmed for103
a certain period and there can be frequently seen several instances where the green color is still in ”on” state104
even when there are no vehicles on the road. These phenomena can be commonly seen which causes traffic jams105
by lacking the chances for the vehicles on other lane’s access to the road. Similarly, a large number of road106
accidents has also significantly increased dueto the traffic jams in Sri Lanka, which now has become an adverse107
social impact [10].108
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Moreover, there can be seen poor technical and digital literacy in Sri Lanka compared to other countries. Even109
though many traffic surveys are conducted annually, there cannot be seen any proper traffic database. Similarly,110
there isno any automated system to retrieve past data from that analysis to do comparisons or other estimations111
such as trafficpredictions [11].112

3 III. Literature Review113

As early as the 1970s, an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model for short-term highway traffic114
flow forecasting was introduced which has been recorded as the foremost approach under ITMS strategies [12].115
Since then, scholars and academics from a variety of fields, including transportation engineering, electronic and116
mechatronic engineering, statistics, economics as well as machine learning have proposed a wide range of models117
for forecasting traffic flow. Similarly, a considerable number of surveys and extensive analyses have also been118
carried out on traffic management in recent years, concentrating on various trafficfactors.119

A massive project was carried out to enhance traffic management and control of Hong Kong’s Road network,120
which is known as one of the busiest roads in the world [13]. In this project [12], an ITMS was built beginning121
in 2001 andwas successfully finished in 2010. Traffic monitoring, control operations, data collection, and analysis122
are among the primary platforms featured in this project to manage traffic congestion. By tracking all major123
highways and road tunnels, this initiative has ensured effective traffic control [12].124

A low-cost sensor-based network instrument for traffic monitoring was developed and tested to be used in a125
work zone [14]. In that project, the entire sensor network system was used to collect data from that work zone126
[14]. Then the data was sent for post-facto analysis and uploaded to the internet. Al-Holou et al. [15] developed127
a multi-dimensional model to estimate the influence of vehicles on the environment, traffic congestion, and traffic128
safety.129

This chapter includes a comprehensive literature review on similar traffic monitoring and prediction approaches130
and effective traffic monitoring and short-term forecasting techniques. First of all, the overview of real-time131
traffic monitoring and forecasting projects, research and surveys thathave been carried out worldwide and their132
approaches are evaluated using the above paragraphs with the research gaps identified. Then the literature133
analysis is further extended, covering the traffic detection and prediction methods in separate sections.134

4 a) Traffic Detection Methods135

Vehicle detection and surveillance play an integral role in both effective traffic congestion management and ITMS.136
Since ITMS plays a critical role in national traffic management systems (TMS), the quality of provided data and137
the geographical arrangement of traffic sensors are also important factors for ITMS success [6]. Similarly, both the138
vehicle detection and surveillance functions are always subject to constantly being improved in order to increase139
vehicle detection and monitoring, counting their direction headway, and speed, and categorizing vehicles. Further140
the real-time traffic information such as the number of vehicles and various sorts of road users and the vehicle141
types are useful to enhance the performances of the traffic management system.142

Vehicle detection technologies that are widely used can be classified into three groups: intrusive, non intrusive,143
and off-roadway sensors [16]. The inductive loops, magnetic detectors, piezoelectric sensors, weight in-motion144
sensors and pneumatic road tubes are considered invasive sensors according to the above classification. These145
are usually embedded in the road surface after saw-cutting the surface or adding roadway holes. The detection146
methods such as vision-based systems such as image processing traffic monitoring systems, infrared sensors,147
microwave radar and ultrasonic detectors are categorized as non-intrusive sensors which can be installed atop148
roadway or roadside surfaces or mounted overhead. Remote sensing by airplane or satellite, as well asprobe149
vehicles equipped with GPS receivers, are examples of off roadway sensors that do not require installation on150
highways [16]. More detailed descriptions of these technologies are available in [17], [18]. Consequently, these151
sensors are not suitable for large-scale integration or temporary installation. They are exclusively stationed in152
strategic areas and operate independently of one another.153

Video Image Processor is a very common traffic monitoring method since now Image processing has become154
a tendency and the most prominent traffic monitoring system in the world [6]. Video Image Processor (VIP)155
systems normally consist ofa camera, a processor-based workstation for analyzing the images, and software for156
understanding the images and transforming them into data. This can also be operated in multiple lanes. Image157
processing systems provide live images of real-time traffic status, which covers multiple detection zones. So158
that it offers broad area detection [19]. In addition to that, wide-area detection can also perform by gathering159
information generated from cameras located at different locations. Vehicular detection of the image processing160
systems is performed with the assistance of the contours drawn in the snapshots taken in constant time intervals161
thereby the vehicular presence is identified. It offers occupancy, classification, and count of vehicles, as usual in162
most other sensors.163

Moreover, in the literature, several disadvantages of image processing have also been discussed. Being sensitive164
to weather conditions, vehicle shadows, and dust on the camera lens is notable. Lane closure requirements for165
installation and maintenance, specific camera mounting height requirements for better vehicle presence detection166
and speed measurement, higher installation, and maintenance costs are also significant drawbacks of this camera-167
based traffic monitoring system [19]. In spite of the weaknesses like costly equipment for thetransfer of real-time168
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8 I. NON-PARAMETRIC MODELS

video-image data, separating algorithms required for day and night traffic detections, possibilities of discrepancies169
appearing during traffic data transition, and performance prone to obscurants and heavy atmospheric conditions170
cannot be ignored [19]. Besides image processing, there are a variety of technologies for traffic monitoring that171
use various types of electronic sensors.172

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology is a novel technology in which research and investigations173
have been performed in recent years [24], [25]. LiDAR is a remotesensing method that uses light in the form of a174
pulsed laser tomeasure ranges of variable distances. The point cloud of LiDAR data is made up of thousands of175
points in X, Y, and Z coordinates. A point cloud depicts the environment in three dimensions. However, point176
cloud data is huge and contains duplicate information [25]. Downsampling, noise reduction, ground removal,177
object grouping, distant irrelevant object rejection, and ultimately vehicle recognition utilizing point cloud data178
are all part of this architecture.179

The authors of [26] have proposed a technique for removing backdrops and detecting lanes from a point180
cloud based on roadside LiDAR data. Several articles and researchers have proposed many approaches for181
vehicle detection using LiDAR technology [26]. The authors propose an L-shape fitting model for automobile182
identification. It makes use of the fact that a vehicle’s top view in LiDAR dataresembles an L shape. A segment-183
based technique for recognizing automobiles using mobile LiDAR has also been suggested [25], [26]. Geometric184
characteristics such as size, form, and height are retrieved for categorization in this method. The distance185
traveled by the segments and the direction of movement is utilized to locate moving autos [25].The strengths and186
weaknesses of each traffic monitoring technique are compared in Table ?? below.187

5 Ultrasonic188

Transmits ultrasonic waves and again collect the echoed waves from an object.189
? Monitors multiplelanes.190
? Proficient in detecting overheight vehicles.191
? Performance is affected by environmental circumstances.192
? Occupancy measurement on freeways may be degraded with large pulse repetition periods.193

6 VIP (Video image processor)194

This system normally consists of a camera, processor, andsoftware.195
? Monitors multiplelanes.196
? Simple to add and change detection areas. ? Traffic disruptions while installation andmaintenance.197

7 b) Prediction Methods198

Traffic flow is a real-time, totally non-linear, highdimensional, and non-stationary random process. Reviewing199
the literature emphasizes that vehicle forecasting is a common research topic and that more research has been200
done while many approaches have been taken. Most of the research articles have a special focus on these traffic201
predictions due to the uncertainty and random non-linearity of the traffic flow. Similarly, most of them have202
introduced Traffic predicting and forecasting traffic strategies which assist to minimize these increasing traffic203
jams [27], [28]. According to the reference [28], traffic forecasting is classified into two basic categories: long-term204
prediction and short-term prediction. The projections for the near future are known as short-term predictions205
typically these short-term predictions are for the next 5 to 10 minutes in immediate future. Short-term predictions206
are a common prediction method since to the changing weather conditions, cultural or political occasions, and207
events, road accidents may cause sudden changes in traffic conditions [28].208

There can be seen several research articles which evaluate the accuracy and the efficiency of several prediction209
models comparing one another. Among them [27], [28] reference emphasizes that both data-driven and210
experimental traffic flow prediction approaches can be classified as parametric, non-parametric, or hybrid, each211
having its own set of benefits and drawbacks [28]. The majority of traffic flow prediction research has been212
conducted under regular traffic conditions, while unusual traffic variables such as climate, the presence of noise213
in the data, and highway disruptions have seldom been addressed. Providing a complete detailed analysis of214
these three prediction methods, above mentioned reference emphasizes linear regression, maximum likelihood215
(ML), Historical Mean Average, exponential smoothing method, and time series model as parametric prediction216
approaches [28]. Moreover, it claimed that the parametric prediction method is more accurate than the other217
two methods, still its poor functionality amid the noise and other disturbances is an encountered major drawback218
[28].219

Extensive research by Van Lint and Hoogendoorn which provides an overview of predictive models for short-220
term traffic forecasting also emphasizes that forecasting methods can be divided into three major groups:221
parametric, non-parametric, and hybrid (naive) [29].222

8 i. Non-Parametric Models223

Non-parametric models imply that the number of parameters which assigned to a model is flexible. This means224
it is not fixed, in which the model structure and parameters should be developed based on the available data.225
Usually, the amount of data should be significant in contrast to the other two approaches. These models have226
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the benefit of allowing for the discovery of intricate non-linear correlations between traffic factors. However, the227
disadvantage of these models is that while the model’s structure is derived from the data, unanticipated events228
and outliers may have an impact [29]. The intricacy of these models, as well as their reliance on vast amounts229
of data, are also other significant drawbacks. Non-parametric prediction approaches use current models rather230
than traditional models to estimate traffic flow in proportion to road conditions. Neural networks, such as the231
multilayer perceptron (MLP), time-delay neural network (TDNN), and radial basis function (RBF) are the most232
popular and prominent non-parametric approaches. Besides these neural networks, Fuzzy [30], Bayesian networks233
k-nearest neighbor (KNN) [31], support vector machine, and wavelet are other nonparametric methods used for234
predictions [28].235

Neural networks are the most common and popular model that is used for traffic predictions. They consist of236
the ability to model and simulate complicated non-linear relationships [29]. There can be seen different neural237
network types such as Feed forward artificial neural networks, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Recurrent238
neural networks (RNN) as well as Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) based on their training procedure,239
internal structure, methods of preprocessing input data and their models including spatial or temporal patterns.240
Among them, the feed forward artificial neural network is the simplest neural network category while the LSTM241
is the most powerful model to process sequential data. The type of the neural network varies depending upon the242
task being performed with it. Typically, a neural network comprises an input layer, several hidden layers and an243
output layer [29]. According to the research paper by Van Hinsbergen, Van Lint, et al., a typical neural network244
might deliver reliable findings in terms of extensions required for higher accuracy in traffic predictions [29].245

9 ii. Parametric Models246

Parametric models imply that the model’s structure and the number of parameters are tightly established, and247
the model’s parameters must be derived using data. The advantage of such models is that unseen cases and248
incidents can be captured. Another advantage is the necessity of less data. Some models are capable of offering249
higher accuracy even with less computational work [29].250

The hybrid model is the combined version of both parametric and non-parametric prediction models where the251
accuracy of the prediction is higher than the other two types. Most hybrid prediction models are combinations252
of neural networks and other parametric and non-parametric models such as ARIMA models, MLP, and fuzzy.253
According to the reference [28] the Neural network-based MLP model is the most suitable prediction model for254
data-driven traffic forecasting systems combined with image processing compared to all other models.255

Despite the facts that were included on these parametric, non-parametric and hybrid prediction models, in the256
literature section, there can be seen a vast number of projects and research approaches subject to predictions and257
forecasting models which evaluate the existing gaps. Further, when the literature on traffic prediction methods are258
referred to, there can be seen an outstanding tendency toward using LSTM neural networks for traffic predictions,259
especially in recently published research articles. Similarly, novel projects and research have given great attention260
to these LSTM neural networks. The reference [33] evaluates the recent rise in the usage of LSTM algorithms261
for traffic prediction. It reveals that now the LSTM model has become common and prominent. According to262
another research carried out on LSTM [34], most prediction approaches have concentrated on accuracy rather263
than immediacy.264

LSTM neural network is an improved version of RNN where the vanishing gradient problem and longterm265
dependency of recurrent neural networks are successfully overcome. Input, output, and forget gates are three266
gates that are introduced in LSTM. However, the reference [35] claims that even though most of the novel267
traffic management approaches used Long shortterm memory (LSTM) models, those existing projects and their268
models have failed to address the issue of massive traffic flow data being processed simultaneously with parallel269
to computing and distributed data storage. But it also emphasizes that the LSTM model is a better prediction270
model for more random and time-varying predictions such as traffic flow [35].271

According to reference [40], traffic prediction research should focus on the data-intensive era, which is now272
missing. The existing traffic categorization algorithms are ineffective in low-light situations [41]. Also, there can273
be seen a lack of studies focusing on the time series for the Internet of Things (IoT) traffic forecast [33]. Existing274
research has not properly simulated or created to be compatible with the dynamic traffic patterns of irregular275
locations [33].276

Traffic prediction studies are controversial due to a lack of more efficient computational methodologies277
and algorithms, as well as excellent quality data. Research article [43] indicated that the performance of278
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for traffic prediction was somewhat disappointing based on the279
implementations of prior research. Table II280

10 Linear Regression Method281

? Low Prediction Error.282
? Predicts the next variable online using real data.283
? Poor functionality amid the noise and other disturbances.284
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17 B) NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING AND FORECASTING STAGE

11 Maximum Likelihood (ML)285

? Low Prediction Error.286
? Robust for sensor failures and rapidly changing conditions.287
? High dependency on recorded data.288

12 Exponential Smoothing Method289

? Low Prediction Error.290
? Poor functionality amid the noise and other disturbances. ? Difficulties to determine constant coverage.291

13 ARIMA Model292

? Low Prediction Error. Simplicity.293
? More mathematical model ? Obtain the relationship between past and future data.294
? Poor functionality amid the noise and other disturbances. ? High dependency on recorded data.295

14 MLP Model296

? High Accuracy.297
? High dependency on recorded data.298

15 IV. Methodology299

The methodology is introduced by being split into two main sections: the traffic monitoring stage and the300
forecasting stage using neural networks emphasizing the main milestones of the project.301

16 a) Traffic monitoring stage302

Vehicle detection was accomplished using a TFMini Plus LiDAR sensor installed by the side of the road, to303
monitor the vehicles directed to one side, determining the desired tilt angle and height. Sensor positioning is304
illustrated in below figure 3.305

TFMini Plus sensor’s Time of Flight (ToF) principle is used to detect the presence of vehicles. The sensor’s306
periodically emitted modulation waves are used to detect and calculate the proximity to the object and its time-307
of-flight is estimated by measuring the round-trip phase difference of its reflection when it contacts an object [49].308
These periodic modulation waves are always set to be directed towards the road and to be released at a frequency of309
16.667 Hz with 60millisecond intervals. Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter (UART) communication310
was used to communicate with the microcontroller. Distance limitations for the sensor were configured as the311
distance should be between the range of 800 to 1220 meters considering white lines which indicate the margins312
and use to separate traffic traveling in the same direction, assuring the sensor is not triggered for pedestrian313
movements or the vehicles in the other direction.314

Additionally, distance measurements must persist longer than 50 milliseconds and return to zero which is the315
initial distance value. The presence of a vehicle will therefore be counted as present if both prerequisites are met,316
where the count will be one. Likewise, the vehicle count is taken and increased within a 5-minute interval. And317
the vehicle count is programmed to be zero after every 5 minutes (5 ×1000 × 60 milliseconds) intervals and the318
latest value which is recorded as the vehicle count inside that interval is to be delivered to the ThingSpeak IoT319
platform as well as to an SD card. Here the ThingSpeak online IoT platform was used as the source to create the320
database. A database was developed by recording consecutively collecting data. ESP8266 (NodeMCU) module321
was used as the microcontroller which can enable further improvements with IoT connecting several nodes.322

17 b) Neural Network Training and Forecasting Stage323

This stage includes training LSTM neural network model. To accomplish this task, data preparation and324
segmentation were carried out before sending to the neural network model for training. The data gathered325
to Thing Speak was exported as. csv files to train the LSTM model. During the data consolidation process, .csv326
files gathered from Thing Speak were modified separating date and time into two columns, removing the entry ID327
column, and adding missing entries. Similarly, the values which imply significant deviations were removed from328
the data set. Those modified .csv files were fed into the system as inputs by dividing them into four segments.329
And the input data volume that is taken to train the model and window size were used as variable parameters330
to find the best case of the prediction model.331

Since the vehicle count is taken in five minutes intervals, Then obtained data patterns over a day and week332
were observed to identify the patterns of the traffic behavior. After that more than ten separate models were333
tested to find the best traffic prediction model. Initially, the first set of models were created by setting the334
window size to 12 while changing the input data volume from 2016 data points to 8064 data points. When the335
2016 input data set is considered, it includes the data gathered during the last week of the month, which is fed336
to the system for training. Accordingly, the 4032 data points indicates the data gathered over the last two weeks337
and 6048 indicates the collection of data over three weeks and 8064 data points represents the data gather over338
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a month. (i.e., a separate data set with 2016 data points collected over another week was employed as test data339
to test the models.)340

In the second model set, depending upon the results of the first four models, input data volume was set to341
8064 data points and the window size was changed to 6, 12, 24, 60 and 288. Window size 6 means 6 data points342
are fed into the system at a time, which means 30minute (1/2 hour) intervals. 12 means 1-hour data is fed at a343
time. Likewise, three other models were trained for 2 hours, 5 hours and 24 hours. Depending upon the results344
of those five models, the desired window size was determined. And then in the third model set, the window size345
was set to 24 and once again the input data volume was changed from 2016 data points to 8064 data points.346

After obtaining all of these prediction model sets, all the models that have been trained varying both window347
size and the volume of input data delivered to train the models were critically evaluated in terms of accuracy348
in order to identify the most suitable prediction method. Accuracy formulas provide a vital contribution to349
projects since precise calculations are always helpful to critically evaluate the resulted outcomes to determine the350
most suitable solutions to apply. Accordingly, all accuracy-related calculations of this project (sensor accuracy351
calculations, prediction models’ accuracy calculations) have been done using the following two equations which352
are used to measure the worldaccepted accuracy in accordance with IEEE standards [51]. The accuracy formula353
provides accuracy as a difference of error rate from 100%. To find accuracy, first it is needed to calculate the354
error rate. And the error rate is the percentage value of the difference between the observed and the actual value,355
divided by the actual value [51].356

Therefore, below equation 1 was utilized to determine the error rate.357
Once the error rate is calculated the accuracy is determined using the below equation 2 as the difference of358

error rate from 100%. Accuracy = 100% -Error Rate359

18 V. Results and Validation a) Results of the Sensor Accuracy360

Test361

First of all, the accuracy of the sensor was tested considering the data gathered during a random day. Actual362
vehicular counts were taken by counting the actual vehicle count and the sensor detected vehicle count was363
directly obtained from the sensor records. Then the actual vehicle count vs sensor-detected vehicle count was364
plotted and the accuracy of the sensor has been tested considering 200 data points.365

Obtained the accuracy results of the sensor was 89.86%. Figure 5 illustrates the behavioral differences between366
actual vehicle count and sensordetected vehicle count. This emphasizes that sensor detected vehicle count is367
almost closer actual vehicle count. Similarly, this sensor accuracy plot is also helpful to understand the traffic368
behavior of a day, starting from 0.00hr to 23.59hr. Accordingly, it was understood that the traffic behavior of369
a day more takes normal distribution behavior, in which the higher values cluster in the middle of the range370
and the rest taper off symmetrically toward either extreme. b) Traffic Behavior Analysis After observing the371
traffic behavior of a day, the traffic behavior of a week was also plotted. There also the traffic behavior of each372
day takes normal distribution behavior. Therefore, the traffic behavior of a week was a combination of seven373
normal distributions. Additionally, after gathering traffic data over a month, the traffic behavior of each week374
was also plotted to identify whether the traffic flow remains the same following a pattern every week or is there375
any significant increase or decrease in the traffic behavior. Below figure 6 represents the overall traffic behavior376
of the entire month. These plots which were plotted observing the traffic behavior of a day, a week and entire377
month were helpful in understanding the traffic pattern as well as in deciding the window size that should be378
taken to train the LSTM neural network since there was not any other source to be observed to identify the379
traffic patterns.380

19 c) Prediction Results381

When obtained data patterns were observed, it was recognized that there could be significant deviations in traffic382
flow after intervals of 60 minutes which means during an hour, there could be seen slight differences but from383
hour to hour there can be seen significant increasements or decrements in traffic behavior. Therefore, first it was384
identified it is better to take 12 data points at a time to train the prediction model. Then the desired window385
size was kept to twelve and using data gathered over a month the very first LSTM neural network model was386
trained. Below figure 7 illustrates the resulted predicted traffic behavior vs test data plot and figure 8 illustrates387
the entire plot of the trained data, test data and resulted predicted traffic data.388

Finding the best traffic prediction model is one major research objective of this project. Therefore, more than389
ten LSTM neural network models were created and evaluated in terms of accuracy to identify the most suitable390
forecasting model. Here all the model sets that were tested able to result accuracy more than 70%. And no391
model exhibits large deviations in predicted traffic behavior vs test data plot proving that fact. Further, it seems392
that the strategy that has been carried out by changing the window size and the volume of the input data as the393
variable parameters to figure out the best model was successful because there can be seen a noticeable pattern in394
the prediction accuracies. Further, the accuracy results of these test models which are presented above shown in395
Table III, IV, and Table V emphasize that both window size and the volume of the input data creates a significant396
impact on the prediction accuracy of the prediction models. The accuracy test results of all the 3 model sets397
show that all of them were above 70%.398
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20 Overall Traffic Behavior of Each Week399

Above Table III includes accuracy results of the training model set 1 which was created by setting the window400
size to 12 while changing the input data volume from 2016 data points to 8064 data points. As per described in401
the methodology section, when 2016 input data set is considered, it includes the data gathered during the last402
week of the month and that data was fed to the system for training. Accordingly, the other models were tested403
using increasing input data points while keeping the window size constant. In model set 1, there can be seen a404
gradual increase in accuracy when the input data volume gets larger.405

In the second model set (represented in Table IV), the input data volume was set to 8064 data points and406
the window size was changed to 6, 12, 24, 60 and 288 (explained in the methodology section). Even though the407
accuracy has increased in the first three models, there can be seen a noticeable decrease in accuracy with larger408
window sizes. This implies that the most suitable window size is 24.409

Third model set in which results are presented in Table V, the window size was set to 24 and once again the410
input data volume was changed from 2016 data points to 8064 data points. There also can be seen a gradual411
increase in accuracy when the input data volume is getting larger.412

Above figure ?? illustrates several predicted traffic behavior vs test data plots. All of them are quite similar413
and both predicted vs actual traffic behavior lies on top of each other showing a closer behavior. Similarly, there414
are no larger deviations. Figure 10 includes the graphical representation of the above Tables III, IV and V. It415
also provides graphical comparison on the accuracy results that were obtained from each model set.416

As illustrated, there can be seen noticeable changes when varying both window size and the volume of input417
data. A gradual increase in accuracy can be seen when increasing the input data volume. Meanwhile, it implies418
that the window size should remain under a fixed value, and increasing it enhances the accuracy but after a419
certain value, the accuracy may decrease if it is further increased.420

Therefore, according to the obtained results it was identified that the highest prediction accuracy could be421
obtained by setting the window size to 24 windows in which the data gathered for two hours will be fed into the422
system to be trained at a time and increasing the input data volume to the greatest extent possible. Similarly,423
resulted accuracy values also indicate that the model should be trained using 80% data and tested using 20%424
data from the gathered data in order to obtain higher precision.425

21 VI. Conclusion426

The main objective of this project was to introduce A better traffic management system and traffic forecasting427
system to reduce traffic congestion, especially in the context of Sri Lanka. The results of both the sensor accuracy428
tests and the results obtained from the prediction models emphasize that the aforementioned objectives have been429
successfully achieved and the strategies that were utilized in this project to address the issues have been able to430
effectively contribute to the successful completion of the entire project by accomplishing their individual tasks.431
Here the efficiency of the methodology has been successfully illustrated by the practical implementation and432
using the obtained accuracy test results.433

Further, there can be seen several benefits in this project. The traffic monitoring and forecasting system,434
which is introduced in this project, is low-cost as well as it can be easily implemented. This system can be435
implemented in any country, under any circumstances, since it has the ability to adapt to any type of traffic436
behavior. It is a well-known fact that monitoring vehicular movement is a really challenging task, especially in437
Sri Lanka, where the traffic behavior is messy and chaotic since vehicles do not move consistently following a438
lane, maintaining adequate distance one after another. However, the traffic monitoring method that has been439
utilized in this project which employs TFmini plus LiDAR sensor to monitor the traffic, is able to provide 89.86%440
accurate readings, avoiding difficult circumstances, even under an unsystematic traffic condition like Sri Lanka.441
Therefore, since this sensor system is able to address the traffic issue in Sri Lanka successfully, it proves the442
adaptability of implementing it anywhere under any type of traffic behavior.443

Moreover, even though image processingbased video traffic monitoring systems are commonly used in many444
other countries, it appears that those image processing-based systems require advanced technological feasibility445
as well as considerable capital to implement them. Therefore, when considering the existing technical feasibilities446
and the traffic infrastructures in Sri Lanka, this system is more appropriate as a low-cost as well as a system that447
can be implemented with low technical capabilities. Especially its resistance to dust and rain makes it possible448
to place it anywhere in a country like Sri Lanka.449

The other thing is most of the traffic forecasting models need a sizable traffic database to train their prediction450
models. Prediction models based on image processing need a previous database to identify the vehicles by drawing451
the contours. And it takes significant time to train the model. But especially in the countries like Sri Lanka,452
there is no traffic database gathered over a considerable time period. Therefore, the prediction model which is453
introduced in this project is more suitable for such countries because it does not require a large volume of data to454
be trained. Obtained prediction accuracy results depict that this prediction model can produce predictions with455
an accuracy rate of 74.20% even if it is trained using the data gathered over one week. Therefore, this implies that456
the absence of a proper traffic database would no longer be an issue for implementing traffic prediction models457
with this system. Therefore, it is clear that this traffic monitoring and forecasting system is a more practical458
approach to solving the traffic congestion issue effectively, especially in Sri Lanka, where there is no valid database459
regarding the traffic behaviors and congested areas, where the traffic behavior is messy and chaotic and where460
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there are less advanced technical feasibilities. And the other important fact is that the accuracy testing results461
of the prediction models reveal that when the volume of the input data is increased it significantly increases the462
accuracy of the prediction model. Therefore, at the beginner level, this traffic monitoring and forecasting system463
can be implemented with the data gathered over a short period like one month, and later this can be developed464
further, with better forecasting accuracies by including data collected by training the system.

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :

2

Figure 2: Figure 2 :
465
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I

Type
of
the

Detector Methods Comparison

DetectorWorking Mechanism Strengths Weaknesses
Inductive
loop

Detects the vehicle by
sensing the loop

? Flexible design to fulfill a great variety of applications. ? Unresponsive to bad weather. ? Offers accurate count data. ? Traffic disruptions
while installation and
maintenance ? Prone
to damage by heavy ve-
hicular movements and
during road repairs h

Microwave
radar

Transmits signals
in the recognition
regions and captures
the echoed signals
from vehicles

? Unresponsive weather. ? Speed is measured directly. to bad ? Multiple lane operation. ? Continuous-wave
Doppler sensors are in-
capable of sensing im-
mobile vehicles.

Detect audible sounds
Acousticproduced by vehicular

traffic. Using them
vehicle presence and

? Unresponsive precipitation. ?
Multiple lane operation.

to ? Vehicle count accu-
racy may be affected by
cold temperature.

speed are measured.
? Applicable where loops are
not likely.

MagneticDetects the presence
of a vehicle by
measuring the
perturbation inthe
Earth’s magnetic field

? Insensitive to badweather. ? Installation of some models does not require a pavement cut. ? Less prone than inductive ? Installation needs a
boring under the road.
? Incapable of sensing
immobile vehicles.

loops to pressures of
vehicles.

Figure 11: Table I :
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? Installation and maintenance re-
quire
lane closure.
? Performance is sensitive to bad
weather, vehicle shadows, and dust
onthe camera lens.

Detector Methods Comparison
Type of
the De-
tector

Working Mech-
anism

Strengths Weaknesses

? Requires specific camera mount-
ing
height for finest vehicle presence
detection and speedmeasurement.

? Monitors multiple
lanes.

Light
Detec-
tion
and
Rang-
ing
(LI-
DAR)

This is a remote
sensing method
that uses a
pulsed laser to
measure ranges
of variable
distances.

? Simple to add and change detection areas. ? Insensitive to bad weather. ? Offers broad-area

detection.

Figure 12: ?

II

Prediction
Model

Prediction Models Comparison Strengths Weaknesses

? Poor functionality in the presence
of noise.

Mean Aver-
age model

? Low Prediction
Error.

? Average of all inputs are needed for the predictions. High

dependency on recorded data.

Figure 13: Table II :

III

Figure 14: Table III ,
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III

Volume of input (Data Points) Window size (Data
Points)

Accuracy %

2016 12 72.87
4032 12 72.91
6048 12 73.42
8064 12 74.59

Figure 15: Table III :

IV

Volume of input (Data Points) Window size (Data
Points)

Accuracy %

8064 6 74.49
8064 12 74.59
8064 24 75.34
8064 60 73.58
8064 288 72.07

Figure 16: Table IV :

V

Traffic Flow Forecast based on Vehicle Count
Year 2023
48
Volume XXIII Issue II Version I
( ) D
Global Journal of Computer Sci-
ence and Technology

Volume of input (Data
Points) 2016 4032 6048
8064

Window
size (Data
Points) 24
24 24 24

Accuracy
% 74.20
73.78
73.96
75.34

© 2023 Global Journals

Figure 17: Table V :
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